Published correlations for estimating the liquid phase mass transfer coefficients of structured packings are compared using experimental evidence on the efficiency of Montz-Pak B1-250MN and B1-500MN structured packings as measured in total reflux distillation tests using the chlorobenzene/ethylbenzene system at two operating pressures. Large differences are found between different correlations with respect to both the absolute values of mass transfer coefficients and the fraction of liquid phase based resistance and their trends with respect to increasing vapor and liquid loads. A new Delft Model liquid side mass transfer coefficient correlation that incorporates a more appropriate definition of the liquid film exposure length is presented which now generates lower values. The revised liquid film model, combined with an enhanced turbulent vapor phase mass transfer coefficient, leads to doubling the fractional liquid phase resistance with respect to that based on penetration theory assuming equal contact times. This effect results in predicting efficiencies which are slightly more conservative and agree reasonably well with experimental HETP data presented in this paper.
Introduction
Refining, gas processing, and commodity chemicals manufacturing plants around the world are continuously looking for ways to reduce energy requirements because of the immense costs associated with operation of large scale distillation facilities. Recent advances in improving energy efficiency of distillation equipment are summarized in a review paper by Olujić et al. 1 Thermodynamically, the energy efficiency of distillation columns tends to increase with decreasing pressure drop. Being characterized by the lowest pressure drop per equilibrium stage (theoretical plate), corrugated sheet structured packing is the preferred choice and widely used where appropriate, such as in vacuum and near atmospheric applications.
In the late 1990s, first generation packings were improved by modifying the macro-geometry of triangular flow channels. 2 The newer generation of high capacity corrugated sheet structured packings, with the lower and in some cases both ends of corrugations bent to vertical, 3, 4 allows smooth transition of both phases and shifts the point of onset of loading to significantly higher vapor loads compared to conventional geometries. With higher throughputs and similar efficiency, the high capacity packings have been used to revamp existing columns. The motivation is usually the need to increase the profitability and not the sustainability of an existing plant. The latter could be realized if the efficiency of the established structured packings could be enhanced allowing operation closer to the minimum reflux ratio. To achieve improved efficiency, a better fundamental understanding of governing mass transfer phenomena must be acquired.
The operating principle of corrugated sheet structured packings is simple. It is basically a film flow device where the available packing surface area promotes actual vapor-liquid mass transfer area. Such packing requires that the entering liquid and vapor are evenly distributed so that the two phases will be permanently exposed to a dynamic contact across a maximum interfacial area with a maximum driving force. The rising vapor and falling liquid flow in a zigzag flow pattern imposed by the internal structure of the packed bed consisting of packing elements or layers rotated to each other
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by 90 degrees. The transitions between packing elements or layers can introduce flow discontinuities which are less pronounced in the new generation of high capacity packings with corrugation ends bent to vertical.
Liquid distributes accordingly with adequate initial irrigation density and within one or two packing layers, a thin liquid film spreads over the installed surface creating an exposed interface. According to predictive models, in the preloading region without pronounced interference of ascending vapor and descending liquid, interfacial or effective area tends to increase with increasing liquid load. Its relative magnitude however depends on many factors and cannot be determined with certainty. Tsai and coworkers have studied the effect of liquid and gas velocities on the effective contact area. 5 This paper focuses on mass transfer coefficients, with particular emphasis on the qualitative and quantitative modeling aspects of the liquid phase related mass transfer resistance.
Previous Work
The interface is established at the surface of a moving liquid film which as a result of gravity flows downward at an angle steeper than the corrugation inclination angle. The effective velocities of both phases and exposure (contact) time depend mainly on the corrugation inclination angle and the liquid holdup which is generally low in the preloading region.
According to well established two-film theory, total resistance to mass transfer is described as a sum of individual vapor and liquid phase contributions. Since the vapor (gas) phase resistance typically dominates in distillation, it is a common practice to write the overall expressions based on the vapor side. 6 While this is generally accepted, the relative contribution of the liquid phase resistance is uncertain.
In a recent paper, Harriott 7 evaluated published correlations for the local efficiency of cross-flow distillation trays and found that these give widely different values of the liquid-phase resistance. He concluded that penetration theory reasonably describes the relationship between the operating pressure and the magnitude of the liquid resistance in distillation and for a typical binary mixture at atmospheric pressure when the equilibrium line slope is near unity, the liquid side contribution should not exceed 15 %.
The liquid phase contribution could be even less pronounced for corrugated sheet structured packing. Origins of this belief are difficult to trace but justification can be found in early studies conducted with a wetted wall falling film distillation column, (see, for example, Johnstone and Pigford 8 ) indicating that not more than 10 % of total resistance to mass transfer lies in the liquid phase. However, this indication appears to be low when considering the results of theoretical and experimental studies conducted in mid and late 1970s by Sandall and co-workers. [9] [10] [11] Their theoretical and experimental effort has been arranged to allow direct determination of individual vapor and liquid phase mass transfer coefficients from falling film and packed column total reflux binary distillation studies. They arrived at the conclusion that the liquid phase resistance is small but not negligible and should range somewhere between 12 and 18 %.
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The liquid phase resistance in distillation is often considered practically negligible, 12 and this assumption is a common basis for development of short cut calculation methods. 13 However on occasion, there is evidence appearing in the open literature claiming the opposite, suggesting that the liquid phase resistance is not only significant but can exceed that of the vapor phase. 14, 15 For instance, Chen and Chuang 14 have evaluated the results of total reflux distillation tests performed with six binary mixtures in a sieve tray column including aqueous and organic systems. They came to the conclusion that the liquid-phase resistance to mass transfer is significant ranging from 20 to 50 % and could reach higher values in cases where the equilibrium line slope is larger than one. They consider the general belief that the distillation is a vapor-controlled operation to be arbitrary and not reliable. Similar values are claimed by Rejl et al. 15 based on the evaluation of liquid and vapor phase concentration profiles measured along the packed bed during total reflux distillation tests carried out with binary mixtures of primary alcohols. These data have been used to validate established predictive models and it appeared that in conjunction with high values of the equilibrium line slope, the liquid phase fraction of the total resistance could exceed that of the vapor.
In this paper, published correlations for prediction of the liquid side mass transfer coefficient of structured packings are reviewed and compared. In addition, a modification of the Delft liquid phase film coefficient model is introduced that adopts a more realistic liquid contact length as a characteristic linear dimension.
Modeling Considerations Working equations
The packed bed height, h pb (m), required to produce desired separation is defined as
where HTU Go (m) is the height of overall vapor phase transfer unit, NTU Go (-) is the number of overall vapor phase transfer units, HETP (m) is the height equivalent to a theoretical plate, and N (-) the number of equilibrium stages or theoretical plates. Packing manufacturers and users often rely on the HETP as the measure of packing efficiency since N can usually be determined with ease using rigorous models available in various commercial process simulation software packages. While the HETP is basically an empirical quantity, it is directly related to theoretically founded height of transfer unit through the transformed and extended form of the expression (1), which is generally valid if the equilibrium and operating lines are straight.
where HTU G (m) and HTU L (m) represent the height of vapor and liquid phase transfer units. The magnitude of the liquid phase resistance contribution depends on the value of the stripping factor, l (-), the ratio of slopes of equilibrium and operating lines:
where ) are molar masses of vapor (gas) and liquid, respectively.
In the case of total reflux distillation (L = G, i.e. u Gs r G M wG -1 = u Ls r L M wL -1 ), as usually employed for purposes of packing performance tests, the stripping factor becomes equal to the slope of the equilibrium line, i.e. λ = m (-).
The local slope of the equilibrium line is a function of relative volatility, a (-) and the composition, i.e. the mole fraction of more volatile component, x (-).
This implies that the slope of the equilibrium line changes along the packed bed or column to the extent depending on the composition and relative volatility. According to Eq. (4), the dependence of m on the composition increases with increasing a. However, when a < 1.2 (close boiling mixtures), the equilibrium line slope m » 1.
By substituting the overall and individual heights of the transfer unit using the corresponding ratios of superficial vapor velocity and the volumetric mass transfer coefficients, Eq. (2) 
where The expressions within parentheses of Eqs. (2) and (5) represent the overall resistance to mass transfer, which means that the fraction of the liquid side resistance, LRF (-), in case of total reflux can be expressed as
As shown in Eq. (6), the fraction of the liquid phase resistance increases as m, (ρ G /ρ L ) and/or (k G /k L ) increases. For the given test system, with m = 1, the density ratio tends to increase with increasing pressure suggesting that an increase in the operating pressure and/or pressure drop will lead to an increase in the fraction of liquid phase resistance, where the magnitude will depend on the value of the ratio of vapor and liquid mass phase mass transfer coefficients.
If penetration theory and equivalent contact times are assumed to be valid for both phases, then the ratio (k G /k L ) reduces to the square root of the ratio of vapor to liquid phase diffusion coefficients
0.5 . Therefore, the fraction of liquid phase resistance is independent of the contactor used and depends only on the physical properties of the system which will change with variations in pressure or temperature.
However, the assumption of equal contact time for both phases is valid only if the lifetime of the interface is identical with the residence time of the vapor in two-phase layer. According to Stichlmair and Fair, 6 this is very likely to be the case with the froth regime on a tray because the interface appears to be produced by penetration of the gas into the liquid. However, this is not the case with corrugated sheet structured packing where, in the preloading region, the interface is a rather undisturbed surface of a liquid film that flows downward along an inclined wall driven by gravity. As shown in Table 1 for the liquid phase mass transfer coefficient, and from corresponding vapor phase correlations (see original references), the values of the exponent of the diffusion coefficient vary in both cases between 0.5 and 1. Unfortunately, the knowledge on how other factors influence the mass transfer rate on both sides of the interface is not well understood. As a consequence, the relative contribution of the two individual resistances may vary considerably depending on corresponding correlations within a model which must be used together to predict the overall mass transfer coefficient.
Mass transfer coefficient correlations considered
A recent review of mass transfer models for structured packings, e.g. Wang et al. 16 25, 26 ; and Xu et al. 27 . The model introduced by Bravo, Rocha and Fair 17 was developed for gauze packing. After publication of the Wang et al. 16 paper, Del Carlo et al. 28 introduced a generalized correlation, which is similar to Brunazzi and Paglianti. 22 Most recently, Hanley and Chen 29 introduced new correlations that are used within the column performance simulation package ASPEN.
The seven models compared in this study are generally considered suitable for conventional metal sheet packings. These are, in alphabetic order: Billet and Schultes (B&S); Brunazzi and Paglianti (B&P), including Del Carlo, Olujić and Paglianti (dCOP); Delft Model (DM); Hanley and Chen (H&C); Nawrocki, Xu, and Chuang (NXC); Rocha, Bravo and Fair (RBF); and Shetty and Cerro (S&C). The abbreviated names are used in graphs and in the text for convenience.
The working equations of these models are shown in the order of appearance in Table 1 . In order to be able to estimate the fraction of resistance caused by liquid phase, each liquid phase correlation considered in this study is used in combination with its corresponding vapor phase correlation. These are not listed in the present paper but can be found in their respective references.
Base Case
The base case packing is a corrugated sheet metal structured packing with a specific geometric area of 250 m 2 m -3 . A packing with 500 m 2 m -3 is also considered to illustrate the effect of specific geometric area. Some models require specific packing type and size related coefficients which are given in Table 1 . Figure 1 shows relevant geometric dimensions of corrugated sheet structured packings. Characteristic values associated with two packing sizes considered in this study are shown in Table 2 .
The operating conditions correspond to those encountered in total reflux distillation tests carried out with various Montz structured packings at Bayer TS using chlorobenzene/ethylbenzene (CB/EB) as the test system, 30 operated at 0.1 and 1 bar. A factor 10 difference in operating pressure allows the evaluation of a substantial change in relevant physical properties. The physical properties are summarized in Table 3 and represent an average corresponding to the middle of the bed conditions. The physical property estimation methods for this system are based on the publication of Ottenbacher et al. 31 which is considered the most accurate for CB/ EB system according to industrial standards.
An advantage of the CB/EB test mixture is reflected in the fact that it is a close boiling system where the slope of the equilibrium line is essentially equal to one for both pressures. Therefore, possible composition and relative volatility related effects are eliminated from consideration.
Results and Discussion
Liquid phase mass transfer coefficient model prediction comparisons
Predicted liquid phase mass transfer coefficients using the different methods for the B1-250 packing at 0.1 bar are shown in Fig. 2a as a function of the vapor load expressed as F-factor. One should note that, under total reflux conditions, an increase in F-factor implies a proportional increase in the liquid load. All correlations exhibit an increasing k L trend with increasing F-factor. The DM method predicts highest values, followed by B&S and NXC (similar values), then B&P and dCOP models. The lowest values are predicted by S&C and H&C methods. The values predicted by Del Carlo et al. correlation 28 follow the same trend differing slightly from the original Brunazzi and Paglianti 22 correlation by a factor corresponding to the value of (sin a), added in the former case in the expression of the Graetz number. Further considerations will include the original BP method only.
The difference between RBF and DM values is a result of the characteristic linear dimension; in the RBF case it is the corrugation side length (s), while the hydraulic diameter of the triangular vapor flow channel (d hG ) is used in the DM method. For a corrugated sheet structured packing with a 90 o fold angle,
Ta b l e 1 -Working equations of the liquid phase mass transfer models considered in this study
with C e = 0.9 (in present study C E = 1). 
C L = 1.068 for B1-250, and C L = 1.54 for B1-500 packing, respectively.
Same as Brunazzi and Paglianti (1997) , except that instead of film thickness, δ, the product (δ sin a) is used in the expression for the Graetz number (Gz)! H&C -Henley, Chen the ratio of corrugation side to hydraulic diameter is approximately 1.7, independent of the packing size. One should note that the RBF correlation is used without the correction term, i.e. c E = 1, which in the original case is c E = 0.9. Therefore, k L values calculated by the present form adopted in SRP (Separations Research Program) simulation program, Distill 2.0, are somewhat larger than those estimated by the original method, which is in agreement with recent research conducted at SRP. 32 Stripping data used for model validation suggests that the correction factor increases with increasing liquid load to an extent that generates correction factor values above 1. However, dedicated absorption or stripping tests performed with entire resistance concentrated in vapor or liquid phase may not be representative of typical distillation situations.
Model comparisons for the 500 m 2 m -3 packing, shown in Fig. 2b , indicate that doubling the specific packing area leads to a modest increase in k L values. This is in line with expectations. 32 The relatively much larger increase in the case of the B&S method, on av- erage around 60 %, is due to the high value of the characteristic coefficient (see Table 1 ) which was obtained by extrapolation of values published for B1-200 and B1-300 packings. 24 Since the obtained (extrapolated) value ensured good agreement between estimated and measured efficiency, it was considered to be appropriate for the purposes of this study.
Interestingly, the H&C method remains unaffected. This is not surprising since the k L is proportional to Re L , (exponent of 1 in Eq. 13), which leads to the independence on the hydraulic diameter. Conversely, the B&P method shows an opposite trend similar to that reported by De Britto et al. 19 The decrease in k L value is rather strong and corresponds closely with the ratio of specific geometric areas. This is a consequence of the B&P k L method being proportional to the characteristic Graetz number. For example, when compared at an F-factor of 2 Pa 0.5 , a factor 2.4 times larger liquid phase Reynolds number and 1.3 times larger film thickness results in more than three times larger k L for B1-250 than for B1-500. The issue is caused by the characteristic linear dimension (length scale) being the hydraulic diameter based on the liquid film thickness, a parameter that is "very difficult to quantify" as noted by Weiland et al. 33 All other methods use a characteristic vapor flow channel dimension, which changes proportionally to the change in specific packing area. The dependence of k L on specific packing area exhibited by the B&P method may be considered incorrect in both trend and value.
As shown in Fig. 2c , similar trends are preserved at 1 bar with absolute values increasing by a factor 1.9 to 2.3, depending on the model which is close to the ratio of liquid diffusivities (D L,0.1 bar /D L,1 bar = 1.9) at given pressures. An exception is the H&C method, which shows a factor 6 increase. This is a result of the significant dependence of the liquid phase diffusion coefficient with pressure (a factor 1.9 increase) and the direct proportionality of k L with the Reynolds number (a factor 4.7 increase) in the H&C model. Namely, the liquid viscosity decreases significantly as a result of the higher operating pressure and corresponding temperature. The reduced liquid viscosity leads to an inversely proportional increase in the liquid phase diffusion coefficient. This, together with a small decrease in the liquid density, leads to a factor of 3 decrease in the liquid phase Schmidt number. However, as a result of the low exponent (1/3), such a large reduction in the Schmidt number exhibits a limited compensating effect.
In regards to other discrepancies among compared methods, the highest and lowest predicted values differ on average by a factor of 8 at 1 bar and a factor of 12 at 0.1 bar. Unfortunately, there is no direct experimental evidence available that could serve as a basis for the proper evaluation of accuracy in this re- B1-250 and B1-500 at 0.1 bar, respectively. As expected, there is an increasing trend with increasing F-factor with the absolute values and steepness of the curve most pronounced in the case of the B&S method. The NXC, DM and H&C methods generate the lowest values, while the values and the slope of the RBF correlation are closer to the DM than to the B&S method. Some methods (B&P and S&C) use the RBF correlation with their own linear dimensions. The model differences are so small that the correlations being compared provide practically equivalent values. It is interesting to note the observed difference between the B&S and other methods to that of the lowest values predicted by NXC. The difference is more than factor of 6 at both pressures using the B1-250 and in the case of B1-500 at 0.1 bar, the difference is factor of 11.
The B&S model showed a pronounced difference (factor 1.8) for the B1-500 packing, which s likely a result of the higher value of the characteristic coefficient obtained by extrapolation for this packing size. Again, an indirect confirmation was found that such a high value ensures a close approach to measured efficiency. For other methods, the doubling of the specific packing area results in a modest increase in the predicted k G , 16 % for RBF and NXC, and 22 % for DM. The exception is again the H&C method, which, as a result of the linear dependence of k G with Re G , does not observe a packing size related effect.
The pressure effect for B1-250 is demonstrated in Fig. 3c . As a result of a strong dependence of vapor side diffusion coefficient with operating pressure, the corresponding mass transfer coefficients at 0.1 bar are larger by a factor of 4.1 relative to 1 bar, with values ranged from a factor of 3.7 for H&C to 4.5 for B&S method.
As a result of k G values being much higher than the k L values, the overall vapor side mass transfer coefficient, k oG , exhibits similar behavior. This can be seen from Figs 4a, 4b, and 4c, where k oG curves are shown as a function of F-factor for B1-250 and B1-500 at 0.1 bar and for B1-250 at 1 bar, respectively. Again, the B&S curves exhibit the highest values followed by RBF method. The H&C and NXC methods exhibit the lowest values at 0.1 bar and 1 bar respectively. Similar to the individual vapor phase mass transfer coefficient case, the difference between the highest and lowest predicted values for B1-250 at 1 bar is a factor of 4, and a factor of 6.6 at 0.1 bar. The maximum to minimum difference is a factor of 11.4 for the case of B1-500.
One should note that a factor of 10 decrease in operating pressure (from 1 to 0.1 bar) translates into approximately four times larger values of k oG . This suggests that a much more efficient operation could be expected in vacuum, but experimental evidence (see Pilling and Spiegel 4 ; Olujić et al. 30 ) indicates no significant pressure effect. This may be the result of a compensating counter-effect. For instance, under vacuum conditions, where low liquid rates prevail, it can be expected that a much lower fraction of installed packing area is used as effective mass transfer area.
F i g . 4 -a) Overall vapor phase based mass transfer coefficient as a function of F-factor, as predicted for B1-250 at 0.1 bar; b) Overall vapor phase based mass transfer coefficient as a function of F-factor, as predicted for B1-500 at 0.1 bar; c) Overall vapor phase based mass transfer coefficient as a function of F-factor, as predicted for B1-250 at 1 bar

Liquid phase resistance fraction model prediction comparisons
Figures 5a to 5c show the predicted fraction of liquid phase resistance (LRF) to mass transfer as a function of F-factor for B1-250MN at 0.1 bar, B1-500MN at 0.1 bar, and B1-250 at 1 bar, respectively. As reference, constant value lines as predicted by penetration theory assuming equal contact time are shown. Regarding the trend, the fraction of liquid phase resistance should increase with increasing F-factor (or liquid load). This is indeed true with DM, B&S, RBF, NXC and S&C methods. The lowest slope and absolute values are exhibited by DM and NXC methods, while the largest values are predicted by S&C method followed by B&S and RBF methods. As expected, an opposite trend is exhibited by B&P and H&C methods. The observed trends reflect the changes related to the ratios of vapor and liquid mass transfer coefficients.
At 0.1 bar and an F-factor of 2 Pa 0.5 , the LRF is increasing from 8.7 % predicted by NXC to 61 %, predicted by S&C method, indicating a factor of 7 difference. The LRF predicted by B&P is 37.3 %, which is similar to that of B&S method (39.4 %), while H&C method (54.4 %) approaches S&C method. A similar trend is obtained in the case of B1-500 at 0.1 bar (Fig. 5b) and with B1-250 at 1 bar (Fig. 5c) , with the exception of B&P and H&C methods, which exchange places. The deviating behavior of the latter can be attributed to a strong pressure effect, where much lower values of (k G /k L ) are obtained at 1 bar relative to 0.1 bar (a factor of 20 difference!). In the case of B&P method, the LRF increases significantly with doubling of the specific packing area.
The weakness of H&C method is the direct proportionality between k L and the Re L , while the B&P absorption based model (with experiments performed with nonvolatile solvents and Mellapak 250.Y packing) used to derive the k L correlation, could make the model inappropriate for distillation and higher surface area structured packings.
All other methods behave accordingly and appear insensitive to specific geometric area or pressure effect with changes not exceeding 10 %. One should note that the lowest values, estimated by DM and NXC models, approximate values based on penetration theory for both liquid and vapor phase. The fraction of liquid phase resistance is 4.5 % and 8.7 %, respectively, with the square root of the vapor to liquid diffusion coefficient ratio instead of the ratio of mass transfer coefficients, for 0.1 and 1 bar operation.
It is not surprising that B&S method generates highest values since the model relies on film flow theory which assumes a much larger undisturbed liquid flow path and larger contact times. However, the absolute values, some of which are 700 % greater than those based on penetration theory suggest that, depending on the F-factor, approximately 50 to 70 % of the mass transfer resistance is caused by liquid phase which appears too high.
Therefore, it seems reasonable to accept that, in the case of ideal, close boiling systems, such as the ethylbenzene/chlorobenzene mixture, the liquid phase contribution can be significantly larger than that suggested by penetration theory. This is consistent with the literature suggesting that the fraction of the liquid phase resistance could be significantly larger in distillation than generally believed 14, 15 and not limited to non-ideal liquid systems with pronounced variations and high stripping factor values at the bottom of the column. In regards to the well-established correlations, the magnitude of LRF predicted by RBF method (10 -30 %) appears more realistic than the much higher LRF values predicted by B&S model. The nature and magnitude of potential effects due to modifications in liquid side mass transfer coefficient will be illustrated using the Delft Model. 25, 26 Delft Model modification considerations
The most distinctive feature of the Delft Model (DM) is that it requires no packing type or size specific empirical coefficient to describe hydraulics and mass transfer performance of both conventional and high capacity/performance corrugated sheet structured packings. Most recent evaluations of the predictive accuracy using total reflux distillation data obtained with various mixtures of primary alcohols 34 and chlorobezene/ethylbenzene 30 indicate that the efficiency predictions are too conservative.
As elaborated in detail elsewhere, 30 the primary cause appears to be a low predicted value of the vapor side mass transfer coefficient (see Figs 3a to 3c) compared to that of established methods. This is a consequence of a decision made in an early stage of model development (Olujić et al. 25 ) to effectively reduce the k G values estimated for turbulent flow mass transfer coefficient by introducing a coefficient that corresponds with the V-shaped fraction of triangular vapor flow channel occupied by liquid (j @ 0.6). This ensures a conservative efficiency prediction, which, in the case of a close boiling system like chlorobenzene/ethylbenzene, is excessive (see Figs. 6 to 8).
As shown in Fig. 6 , using j = 1, i.e. turbulent vapor phase mass transfer coefficient as generated by original correlation, 35 the DM model generates efficiency predictions for a 250 m 2 m -3 packing that closely approach the measured efficiency from the safe side. However, in the case of B1-500MN under same operating conditions (0.1 bar), the predicted curve is on the optimistic side (Fig. 7) , while at atmospheric pressure, the predicted and observed values agree very well (Fig. 8) .
Figures 9 and 10 show predicted (utilizing k G correlation with j = 0.6 in conjunction with original and new k L correlation, respectively) and measured HETP-curves for cyclohexane/n-hexane system at operating pressures of 0.31 bar and 1.62 bar, respectively, as employed in a recent FRI test with B1-250MN. 36 In both cases, the fraction of liquid side resistance (LRF) increases by approximately a factor of 1.5, inducing an increase in HETP values ranging from 5 % to 10 % at 0.31 bar, and from 6 % to 12 % at 1.62 bar.
It is interesting to mention that the DM method with the new k G correlation suggests that within the loading region, the amount of liquid side resistance for C6/C7 system is 26 % at 0.31 bar and 31 % at 1.62 bar. This is still somewhat less than predicted by the RBF method. A certain increase in LRF predicted by DM could be obtained by reducing the liquid side mass transfer coefficient values which, as shown in Figs. 1a to 1c, appear to be largest compared to other methods. The DM liquid phase mass transfer coefficient (see Eq. 12 in Table 1 ) relies on the hydraulic diameter of the triangular flow channel, d hG (m), as the characteristic linear dimension representing penetration theory related liquid film exposure length. This dimension was chosen for practical reasons to have a single triangular channel flow geometry related parameter for all working equations of DM. However, the actual liquid path length is significantly larger and even larger than the corrugation side width, s (m), which is generally considered as the proper parameter in this respect. 21, 24 
DM liquid phase mass transfer coefficient variation effects
If the hydraulic diameter of vapor flow channel is replaced by the corrugation side, s (m), then the DM expression for liquid phase mass transfer coefficient translates into Eq. (8) adopted by RBF method. 21 However, using the corrugation side as the contact length may be considered inappropriate. As shown in Fig. 1 and elaborated in detail by Shetty and Cerro 23 , a liquid film driven by gravity will flow under an angle steeper than the corrugation angle. Therefore, the effective length of the undisturbed liquid film flow path is significantly longer by an amount depending on the effective liquid flow angle where its length will be equivalent to s/ sina L. Physically, this assumes the liquid film surface will remain undisturbed while flowing from the upper or outer fold to the lower or inner corrugation fold. On the outer fold there are points of contact with the corrugation ridges of the adjacent sheet oriented in opposite direction. At these points, two crossing liquid flows mix with each other to a certain extent and upon disengagement flow undisturbed to the lower fold. With no physical obstacles in the inner fold, the liquid film continues to flow undisturbed until the outer fold is reached. If potential effects of a regular pattern of holes in the surface of packing are ignored, this effectively extends the flow path length by a factor of two with respect to that covering only one side of the corrugation.
This assumption has been made and adopted in an earlier publication by Spekuljak and Billet. 37 However, there is always a fraction of liquid tending to follow the channel formed by the inner fold. Therefore, the liquid film flowing under a larger angle across the corrugation side mixes with this stream upon reaching the fold. This probably leads to the renewal of surface occurring on both the outer and inner fold, supporting the belief that the effective liquid flow path is equal to the ratio of the corrugation side and the effective liquid flow angle, i.e. s/sin(a L ) as described by Eq. (12d) in Table 1 .
Substituting (0.9 d hG → s/sin a L ) in Eq. 12 yields:
F i g . ) is the liquid holdup. The latter can be calculated using Eq. (12c) given in Table 1 . Regarding the fact that two angles cancel out the effective increase in the liquid velocity may be considered as being caused by reduced bed porosity only.
The original (Eq. 12) and modified DM liquid side mass transfer coefficient correlations (Eq. 14) are compared in Fig 11, including the RBF method for reference. As expected, the DM curves approach that of RBF method but exhibit a somewhat steeper slope. This is caused by a stronger increase in liquid holdup with increasing F-factor which is predicted by the complex correlation employed by the RBF method relative to the DM case. As a result of the DM method assuming complete wetting of the packing surface, the liquid holdup is proportional to the film thickness as described by Eq. 12b which depends on the superficial liquid velocity to an exponent of (1/3).
An increased k G and a decreased k L have a profound effect on the fraction of the liquid side resistance, as predicted by DM. As shown in Fig. 12 , the LRF more than doubles with respect to the original correlation but does not exceed that predicted by RBF. Regarding the absolute values at high vapor loads, both methods suggest a significant contribution of liquid phase to overall mass transfer resistance.
By adopting Eq. (14), the liquid phase resistance predicted by DM will increase, which reduces the predicted efficiency to a certain extent depending on the system. As demonstrated in Figs 6-8 for CB/EB system, this corresponds with a 5 % increase in predicted HETP values compared to that based on Eq. (12), which makes predictions for B1-250MN at 0.1 bar and B1-500MN at 1 bar more conservative. The predicted curve for B1-500MN at 0.1 bar now agrees well with the measured values in the loading region. In the case of the C6/C7 system, the increase in predicted HETP values is more pronounced resulting in a more conservative estimate for 0.31 bar (Fig. 9) , while at 1.65 bar, the predicted curve is just above the measured curve (Fig. 10) . Corresponding values are provided in tables inserted in Figs. 9 and 10, respectively.
Detailed modeling approaches and experiences
It is important to note the extreme differences between values of liquid and vapor phase mass transfer coefficients predicted by models evaluated in this study. These differences are striking and indicate a worrying insufficiency in our knowledge, and emphasize the need for a better understanding and quantification of distillation mass transfer coefficients of both phases as well as the effective mass transfer area.
Model development should rely on a sound combination of empirical and theoretical considerations. The approaches based on the theory are academically more appealing, especially those involving computational fluid dynamics (CFD). [38] [39] [40] Unfortunately, striving for increasing the degree of exactness is not leading to usable models. Nevertheless such papers provide valuable insight into the fluid-dynamics complexities involved with liquid film flow over corrugated sheet structured packing surfaces.
Valuri et al. 38 extended the work of Shetty and Cero, 23 who studied the singly sinusoidal topography, by considering a doubly sinusoidal shape including the effects of the texture frequency and the amplitude on interfacial area. The theoretical model allows quantification, but the fraction of the packing area that is effectively used appears to be much smaller for large specific surface area packing than predicted by the model. Luo et al. 39 anticipated insufficient wetting and by combining theoretical considerations and air/water related experiments arrived at a semi-empirical expression describing the width of liquid rivulets which are assumed to be proportional to wetted surface area as a function of governing variables. As expected, the liquid film width tends to increase with increasing liquid load and decreasing corrugation inclination angle, and is generally larger in the case of a textured surface compared to a smooth surface. Also, it appeared that the effect of counter-currently flowing vapor is pronounced at higher flow rates and in the loading region a decrease in liquid film width is predicted though no experimental data supports the decrease.
In a most recent paper, Kohrt et al. 40 present the results of an experimental study designed to determine the effect of surface texturing on the liquid-side mass transfer. They have evaluated unidirectional and bi-directional textures as employed in practice. The mass transfer performance was evaluated in an absorption test with a fully liquid-side controlled mass transfer system with water and different viscosity silicone oils as the liquid phase. As expected, measured k L a tended to increase with increasing liquid load and was considerably higher for textured than for smooth surfaces with the bi-directional surface being much more effective than the unidirectional one. In all cases, the gas phase appeared to exhibit a limited influence, by enhancing the mass transfer rate by approximately 5 %, and was more pronounced in the case of low than in the case of high viscosity liquids.
However, this as well as other detailed experimental and theoretical studies just confirm what we already know. The results of studies performed using conventional measuring techniques are often used to validate exact models including even those based on CFD. The proposed correlations contain two packings or system related coefficients, while the RBF and DM would require only one correction factor. However, correction factors and packing or system specific constants should be avoided.
Further packing performance characterization, determined from detailed experimental and theoretical considerations, should bring success to the development of robust and practical predictive models. The research efforts at the Berlin Institute of Technology 41 and the University of Toulouse (Raynal and coworkers) [42] [43] [44] are both using three-dimensional VOF (volume of fluid) CFD approaches to simulate the actual micro and macro geometry of flow channels.
Concluding Remarks
Seven predictive methods have been compared with respect to trends and absolute values for predicting the liquid side mass transfer coefficient and the fraction of liquid side resistance using total reflux distillation data for chlorobenzene/ethylbenzene system at two operating pressures, 0.1 and 1 bar. The effects of a factor of ten difference in operating pressure and associated differences in physical properties were evaluated. Since the slope of the equilibrium line for the chlorobenzene/ethylbenzene system is constant and equaled to one, the effects of relative volatility and compositions on the liquid side mass transfer resistance were eliminated from consideration.
A tenfold increase in pressure results in the predicted liquid side mass transfer coefficient values being two to six times greater for 1 bar relative to 0.1 bar, depending on the model. At both pressures, the k L values increase with increasing F-factor and liquid load. A lower increase in liquid side resistance with F-factor is predicted by theoretically founded S&C method than with the other methods.
Comparison of vapor (gas) side mass transfer coefficients predicted by correlations adopted by different models indicates a much stronger pressure effect as well as a more pronounced difference between maximum and minimum values. The values obtained at 0.1 bar are on average five times greater than the corresponding values at 1 bar, which is in accordance with the effect of pressure on the gas phase diffusion coefficient. The B&S method predicts k G values that are nearly seven times greater than those of NXC and DM methods. This is also reflected but not as pronounced in the trend and values of the overall gas side based mass transfer coefficient.
In this analysis, the effect of pressure on the fraction of liquid side resistance is insignificant and the majority of the methods (exceptions are the H&C and B&P methods) exhibit an increase in the magnitude of liquid side resistance with increasing F-factor (liquid load). In general, the difference between maximum and minimum values is striking, with a factor of 4 to 5 between B&S method where the liquid side contribution amounts up to 45 %, and the DM method where the maximum value does not exceed 10 %. The RBF method may be considered as an average of these two with values rising from 15 % to 30 %. Similar values are also obtained with the DM method utilizing the new vapor phase and liquid phase mass transfer correlations, which now generate approximately 1.7 times larger values of k G and 1.3 times smaller k L values.
The strikingly large differences in absolute values of the predicted liquid phase mass transfer coef-ficients, also observed with vapor side mass transfer coefficient, suggest that our present knowledge on basic mass transfer phenomena in packed beds is worryingly insufficient.
The present study, using an ideal test system, suggests the presence of a significant amount of liquid phase resistance. These results may indicate that, for the case of non-ideal systems with large stripping factors, the contribution of liquid phase resistance to total resistance may become dominant in the lower half of the stripping section.
Model improvement considerations as demonstrated on the example of DM indicate that there is a need for more consistency in model building. This could eventually be achieved by an in-depth approach to analysis of governing phenomena facilitated with adequate experiments. Unfortunately, it is not possible to arrange total reflux distillation experiments in a way to isolate and quantify directly effective area or individual mass transfer coefficients. 
